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LAND USE TRANSPORT INTERACTION OR

WHAT WENT WRONG WITH MATS?

139

The Comprehensive Transportation Studies of the 50s and

60s axe now largely discred.ited, New urban studies aIe

being llOunted in the ci ties of Aus tralia and the question

aILses - what to do about Land Use-Transport Interaction

MI" Thompson discusses the weaknesses, in his view of

the Metropolitan Adelaide Tzanspoztation .study (MATS) and

draws cez'ta.in conclusions which have been incorporated in

a new generalised planning pz'OceduI'e which involves two

levels of planning - the long·-tezm strategy plan and the

immediate corridor plan" He concludes wi,th an outLine of

progress on the correct planning stud.ies foz' the Adelaide

Region and gives some thoughts for the futuze ..

ABSTRACT"
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LAND USE TRANSPORT INTERACTION

not been spent on freeways and was, in theory, available
hospitals, schools Or some other use.)

2 We find that Politicians, being fUlly aware of

attitudes, have vetoed urban freeway construction.

must therefore have taken insufficient aCCOunt of pUblic
and Political aCCeptability.

3 The necessary funds to bUild freeways at the pace

in the MATS report, or even at much reduced pace,

clearly been unavailable, particularly when One accOunts

inflation since 1968. MATS was therefore rather optimistic
available funds"

.4 The basic tenets of the study were that one merely

future demand and bUilt facilities to satisfy

that demand. MATS fell into the trap of assuming that demand

could be satisfied. Experience in the USA and elsewhere in

that demand cannot be satisfied and that road con
gestion is a permanent feature of urban life ..

2.5 Like most such studies MATS Was primarily a

highways stUdy, based on a single land Use projection with

inadequate consideration of other modes of transport, Shortage

of resources, changes in lifestyles and a host of other COn

siderations. The interactive effects, particularly with land

Use, were thus largely ignored. Alternative Scenarios were
not investigated.

2.6 The result from MATS was one end-state plan fixed

and finite for 1986, based very much on Current trends in 1966.

There Was thus little recognition of the need for flexibility,

apart from that afforded by variation of the pace or priorities
for implementation.
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2.7 The presentation of a beautifully bound printed

report was seen by the public as a fait accompli, which is

precisely what it was at that time. MATS should have invited

public participation at an earlier stage and thought more of

the consequences, and need, to show detailed proposals for

such a long period in advance.

2.8 The study assumed more or less standard responses

and uniform behaviour of the public over a twenty year period.

There is in fact a great deal of flexibility in people's ability

t,o respond and more use could have been made of this in a 20-

year plan ..

2.9 The study was very much data-based and took the

philosophy "let's find out what people are doing and provide

fOl:' them to do more of it in future", and the data for:mulation

and analysis to achieve this was enormously expensive in money

and time. An alternative and much simpler approach is to

plan by objectives, whereby the aims and objectives are looked

at first and detailed investigations are narrowed down to a

few key problems which become apparent when matching policies

and proposals to the aims and objectives.

2.10 MATS tried to carry out all levels of planning

down to fine detail in one exercise. As a result, detailed

proposals tended to be rushed through as the target date for

completion came nearer.

It would have been wiser in my opinion to have

spent more time on ovex:'all interactive planning including

social and environmental aspects as well as public and p,o~~c"

cal considerations to produce a STRATEGIC PLAN or framework

within which later detailed studies could have been fitted in

accordance with a construction programme.
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The stUdy was part of a fashion which Swept the
2.11

, and decreed that Your city hadn' t really "arrived" if

didn't have its freeway plan. MATS tended to promote free
ways without really getting the most out of the eXisting

road system. (This has been achieved since with

and priority roads etc.. at very little cost) "

.12 Finally, and without cr'iticism of individuals, it

be said that a steering group made up entirely of public

and transport Operators lacks the broader perspective
reqUired to COver the social, environmental and POlitical as
pects of the planning task.

In conclusion, I repeat what I said before that
I am not discrediting MATS as such. Wherever I have said MATS

may read "the typical transportation study".

3. WHAT SHOULD WE DO INSTEAD, OR

LAND USE - TRANSPORT INTERACTION IN THE 1970s

Perhaps I should Open by saying that a recent Land
Use-Transport Interaction Workshop in Canberra convinced me

that We are in a very confused state about the whole thing.

There are still a few consultants claiming to have
the "magic package" into which one feeds all Sorts of data _

inCluding no doubt coded Political attitUdes and social climate

- and out the other end of which comes your Complete Land UseTransport Plan.

Academics are haVing interminable debates with their
rivals On the relative merits of their particular accessibility

mOdel. Others have Suggested "thought models" _ which I think
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future development of the physical and social environment"

.3 Examine at the broad level the major phYSical Con-
straints to future development and the pre--cOmmitments and

"expectations" arising from eXisting development. At this

level it should be Possible to discern some obvious directions

in which future development can proceed" Transport systems and

urban structure can at this stage be optimised as a whole Using
established goals and Objectives to assist.

3.4 Knowing the number of households forecast for the

target year and the gross area of land required for development,

a series of alternative urban structures each optimised with its

transport component can be Postulated and analysed for a range

of attributes, principally accessibility, amenity, economy,

sOcial and environmental impact, POlitical aCCeptability and

achievability (all of which will be included in any self-respect_
ing list of aims and Objectives).

If you are lucky one particular strategy will be

a fairly obvious winner. More often, the field will be narrowed

down to two Or three alternatives Which probably vary only in
a few problem localities.

3.5 StUdies should be mounted inClUding COllection and
analysis of all essential data to assist in deciding between

alternatives in the problem localities. The result should now

be a recOmmended oVerall strategy for the target year"

3.6 Programming studies fOllow to determine the logical
sequence for development - which in most cases will be in the

form of corridor extensions to the eXisting urban area.
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The decision havi.ng been made with corridors

should be developed during the (say) five year planning period

prior to the next review of the overall plan, planning can

proceed for those particular corridor s to the required degree

of detail.

3.7 Planning can proceed at two levels - an overall

strategy plan updated at (say) 5-yearly intervals and corridor

(or sector) plans for the areas programmed for that particular

(say) 5-yearly interval.

Strategy planning tends to be carried out at a

IIbroad brush" political and social level whereas detailed

corridor planning is likely to involve dat,a-based comparative

economic studies of alternative land use and transport config

urations, involving factors such as modal choice, comparative

travel t,imes, residential dens.;i.ties and alternative transport

technologies.

3 .. 8 Over a review period the resulting urban develop

ment will pre-comit the next strategy plan which in turn will

be extended by one mo:t::'e review period. In theory, anyway,

the strategy plan maintains long-term flexibility and gives

a direction for future development while the corridor plans

provide the financially justified development package for

that specific time period in those specific locations.

3.9 Considerations of land use and transport inter-

action at the speci.fic corl:idor level have in recent years

given rise to some generally accepted optimum reisdential lay

outs, e.g. with higher density housing adjacent to a central

public transport spine and lower density housing extending

outwards towards parallel arterial roads on each side of the

urban corridor, served by district centres located at major
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4.1.3 Infrastructure Phase. Detailed planning of de-

fined future living areas showing sufficient detail to ensure

provision of all required community facilities, bus routes,

open spaces, etc. in the correct locality.

4. 2 The first step in the strategy study was to call

for public comment on issues of region-wide significance.

Response was overwhelming and the standard of submissions was

very high. (A major recurring comment was the need for im-

proved public transport facilities, i.e. more frequent services

provided within reasonable walking distance and as soon as

development starts in a new area) .

4.3 Specific aims and objectives were specified and

the planning implications of the various constraints considered

before arriving at a series of policies and proposals which

were considered realistic and achievable.

4.4 Physica1 and geographical constraints dictate that

Adelaide should be a linear city running north/south along the

coastal plain between the sea and the Hills Face Zone of the

Mt. Lofty Ranges. Considerations of urban structure and trans

portation systems also favour a linear city where one can have

easy access to abutting countryside and yet also enjoy all the

advantages of a regional centre plus ready access to the city

centre and the rest of the metropolitan area via a linear trans

port spine.

4.5 The major disadvantage of a linear city is the

long distances involved in reaching the city centre from the

extremities. This requires that a fast and frequent transport

service be provided along the spine. By fortunate coincidence

this can be achieved in Adelaide with a rail system which

serves most of the new regional centres along its north/south
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The geographic, economic and social aspects of

this interaction between urban structure and accessibility are

spelled out in the following objectives: t
f
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5

P

1,

Provide maximum mobility for all sections at the

Urban Structure and Accessibility

5.1.3 Promote an urban form which optimises the use of

public and private transport for passengers and freight move

ment where each mode is most appropri.ate and efficient.

5.1.1

5.1.2 Promote an urban structure which provides the

best living environment.

community.

The geography and natural features of a region

place limitations on the shape of a city which then limits

the options available for transport modes within that city.

5.1

The way facilities ar'e grouped together within the

urban structure can effect profitability and efficiency by

providing a wider choice and easier access to such facilities

by the public.

The shape of a city and its transport system have

a considerable influence on the ability of its inhabitants to

enjoy city life. The distance they must go to enjoy open

countryside or the ease with which they can move throughout

the urban area, with or without their: own vehicle, are obvious

examples.

These plus other relevant objectives (such as the

need for any scheme to be within the financial capability of

government) are all relevant to the planning task.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I have tried to give a broad outline of a more

flexible politically responsive planning process which we

think will work in Adelaide.

Many of the questions on transpoI'tation planning

remain unanswered, and I make no apology. I don't think any

one has the whole answer, the problems are so complex and

interactive that it becomes impossible to comprehend the whole.

We must do our best and Can reply upon the com

forting fact that human beings will adapt to cope with a fairly

wide margin of error.

After all, most of our present enviIonment was

the l:'esult of individual judgements and we manage to survive

reasonably well.

One factor which has come through strongly is the

need to be able to cope with a wide variety of futures, some

of which may include shortages of fuel and lower living stand

ards. Future urban development should have ability therefore

to be served by public transport. ~o ensure this requires

c+ose co-ordi.nation of major land USe locations with transport

systems. Cities with such co-ordinat,ion can also be readily

served by private transport (as will be the case in Adelaide

via the parallel freeway reservation), whereas the opposite

doesn't apply - cities with highly-'developed private transport

systems and scattered land uses often cannot be economically

served by public transport. The losers are the 30% of the

population without private transport, a percentage that may

well rise sharply by the turn of the centur'y.
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